GOLDTOUCH Go!² MOBILE KEYBOARD

Designed from the ground up for those that travel, the sleek and thin Goldtouch Go!² Mobile Keyboard optimizes your workspace, offering full-sized keys that are silent, fast and responsive. Even better, the Go!² Mobile Keyboard folds in half for convenient storage while on the go, giving it the ability to fit into places other keyboards can’t.

And unlike other one-size-fits-all sculpted or curved keyboard designs, The Goldtouch Go!² Mobile Keyboard offers personalized, adjustable comfort. You’ll feel the difference right away as you dial in the Goldtouch Go!² Mobile Keyboard to your own level of optimized comfort, resulting in greater levels of productivity.

FEATUERES AND BENEFITS

- **Wired or Wireless:** Bluetooth model is compatible with a wide range of devices, including iPad, iPhone, tablets, smart phones, smart TVs, Ultrabooks and laptops.
- **Adjustable:** 0°–30° adjustment along the horizontal plane, combined with additional 0°-30° individual adjustments for vertical tenting.
- **Comfort:** Scissor-switch key system for fluid, silent keystrokes with tactile feedback.
- **Compact size:** Allows for the use in limited-space environments like airplanes and hotel desks.
- **Compatible:** Works with PC and Mac supporting Windows 8, 7, Vista, XP, 2000, and Mac 10.4 and above. And it supports Multimedia Keys for both Windows and Mac.

The Goldtouch Go!² Mobile Keyboard is designed to deliver enterprise-level quality and reliability. Featuring driver-free installation for both Mac and PC, the Goldtouch Go!² Mobile keyboard is truly plug and play.

The Go!² Mobile Keyboard folds in half for convenient storage while on the go.
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